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Abstract 
By adopting a functional viewpoint of Mendelsohn and Steiner triple systems, questions of 
continuity are investigated. The main result is that at most one section ofa Steiner triple system 
defined on the real line can be continuous. Applying the concept of continuity to finite systems 
a complete characterization f continuous, finite Mendelsohn and Steiner triple systems is 
obtained. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we examine questions of continuity in connection with Mendelsohn 
and Steiner triple systems. The systems are considered from a functional viewpoint; an 
approach which is equivalent to viewing the systems as algebraic structures, as is well 
known [3]. The adopt ion of this viewpoint facilitates considerat ion of the continuity 
of the functions involved when the base set V of the system is endowed with a suitable 
topology. We begin with some basic definitions. These are well known but are 
re-phrased in functional terms which will be more appropr iate for our purposes. 
Consider a set V, which may be finite or infinite, and let. f  be a function from the 
Cartesian product  V x V~ V. Throughout  his paper we will assume that fsat isf ies the 
following property. 
Triples property, f (y , f (x ,  y) )=x for all x, y~ V. 
For  brevity we shall refer to the triples property as Property T. 
Note that a consequence of this property is that i f f (x ,y )=z  then f (y , z )=x  and 
.f(z, x) = y. Hence, f induces on V a collection of cyclically ordered triples (x,  v, z}. 
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Moreover, every ordered pair of elements of V occurs in precisely one cyclically 
ordered triple. 
We define the underlyin9 design D of f to be the collection of cyclically ordered 
triples (x ,y ,z )  with x~yCzCx.  
We now introduce two further properties. 
Idempotent property, f (x ,  x) = x for all x~ V. 
For brevity we shall refer to the idempotent property as Property I. 
Symmetric property, f (x ,  y)=f(y,  x) for all x, y~ V. 
For brevity we shall refer to the symmetric property as Property S. 
It is immediately clear that a functionfsatisfies Properties T and I if and only if its 
underlying design D is a Mendetsohn triple system. Similarly, a function f satisfies 
Properties T, I and S if and only if its underlying design D corresponds to a Steiner 
triple system with each triple repeated and appearing in both of its cyclic orderings. 
Because of these facts, we ca l l fa  Mendelsohnfunction if it satisfies Properties T and I, 
and we call it a Steiner function if it satisfies Properties T, I and S. 
The underlying design of a functionfsatisfying Properties T and S, and indeed just 
Property T, can also be described. The results and proofs, again phrased in terms of 
algebraic structures, can be found in [3]. In both cases, the designs obtained are 
partial systems atisfying certain conditions. Such functions therefore will not feature 
in this paper since we wish to focus our attention solely on functions whose underlying 
design is complete. 
2. Continuity 
Consider a Mendelsohn function f :  V x V--. V. For each a6 V, define g,(x) =f(a,  x). 
Then ga : V~ V will be called a section of f (or  of the underlying design D). Note that if 
f is a Steiner function then each ga is an involution. Endow Vwith a topology z which, 
to avoid extreme cases, is neither the discrete nor the indiscrete topology. The above is 
the basic framework within which we ask what can be said concerning the continuity 
of sections of Mendelsohn and Steiner functions. We present the results of our 
investigations so far. 
Begin with the case where V= ~, z is the usual Euclidean open-set topology andf  is 
a Steiner function. Further, define {x: x~R, x>a} and {x: x~E, x<a},  a~,  to be the 
upper and lower domains of ga, respectively. We then have the following result. 
Theorem 1. At most one section of a Steiner triple system defined on the real line 
endowed with the standard topology is continuous on both of its upper and lower 
domains. 
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Proof. Choose aeN and consider a triple {a,x ,y}  of the design. Then ga(xj= v and 
g~(y)=x.  Without  loss of generality, we may assume that x<y.  Suppose that ,q~ is 
cont inuous on both of its domains. We intend to prove that x < a < y. Suppose this is 
not the case. Consider the function h, defined by h~(t)= g , ( t ) - t  on the closed interval 
[x ,y] .  Then ha is cont inuous with ha(x)>O and h~(y)<0 so by the intermediate value 
theorem there exists z such that h~(z)= 0 i.e. ga(z)=z, x <z  <y.  But then by Property I. 
f ( z ,  z) = z = a, which is a contradict ion. So, x < a < y. Hence, a must be the mid-point of 
all blocks containing it. Since this can only be true for at most one ac  JR, the theorem is 
proved. V~ 
Theorem 2. Suppose that a section g~ is discontinuous at h 4=a and that g. (h)=c .  Then 
either g. is discontinuous at c or at a sequence (~[points c. tendinq to c as n tends to 
inhnity. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a closed interval [-Xl~X2] with x 1 <(_'<x 2 in which 
ga is continuous. Now ga is an involution and therefore one-one, so its inverse (itselfl is 
cont inuous on a closed interval [Yl ,Y2] (or [Y2,Yl])  where yl=ga~x~) and 
3'2 = ¢]a(X2)  • But x~ <c  <x2 implies y~ <b <Y2 (or)'2 <h < ya } and hence ,q, is continu- 
ous at h. This contradict ion proves that there is no closed interval containing c as 
an interior point on which ga is continuous. Hence, g, has discontinuities arbitrari ly 
close to c. ~ 
The above theorems also hold if ~ is replaced by any open interval I. In the case of 
a closed interval, the end sections have only one non-empty domain and are always 
discontinuous on that domain.  The proof  of this is straightforward and is left as an 
exercise for the reader. Theorem 1 continues to hold for a closed interval and, 
provided the points a, b, c are interior points, so does Theorem 2. In order to i l lustrate 
the above results and to give more insight into the situations which can occur we 
present Example 1 which is a modif ication of that given in [2]. 
Example 1. We first construct a Steiner triple system on the set ~ = Eu[ -  z , - / '~ .  
The triples are defined to be 
Type A: {x,y,z}: x, y, ze[K, x + y+ z=O, x # y#z# x. 
Type B: [ ( -2 )Sr ,  ( - -2 )S+l r , (  - 1 )s~},  r~_[~, 2-,~lrl < 1, s~Z. 
Type C: [ -  ,~-~, 0, ~' }. 
The system can be transformed to a Steiner triple system on a closed interval [a, hi  
by applying a cont inuous mapping 0 :  ~[a ,b ]  e.g. x~---,Arctanlx) onto I -n /2 ,  ~/2] 
or x~--.x/(1 + Ixl) onto [ - -  1, 1]. Rather than obscure the discussion which follows by 
applying this mapping we work with [~. This may be topologised by including the sets 
{x: x>a} as a basis for ne ighbourhoods of + ~ and likewise Ix: x<a} as a basis for 
ne ighbourhoods of - oc. 
The following facts are easily checked. 
(1) The function go:x~- - , -x  is continuous. 
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(2) The functions 9a, a¢{-m,0,  m} are discontinuous at the points -m, -2a ,  
- a /2 ,  a ,  ~. 
(3) The functions 9 -~ and 9~ are discontinuous at the points -m,  0, m and ___2 s, 
seZ. 
We thus have a system which is very close to the 'best-case' in terms of continuity 
allowed by Theorems 1 and 2. One section is continuous on both of its domains, and 
all other interior sections are continuous at all interior points of one domain and have 
just two interior points of discontinuity in the other domain. Naturally, the question is 
raised of whether this example is a 'best-case' xample or whether more subtle analysis 
can lead to a strengthening of the theorems. Would a true 'best-case' xample be 
unique up to homeomorphism? Certainly it would be tidy to close the small gap 
between the theorems and the example. 
Another issue that of obtaining eneralisations. We can move in two directions. The 
first is to replace ~ or an interval thereof by another topological space; the second is to 
weaken the system under consideration to that of a Mendelsohn triple system. In the 
former case, Example 2 below shows that the situation alters radically even if the 
space ~ is replaced by its direct product with a set of cardinality 3 endowed with the 
trivial topology. In the latter case, Example 3 is of a Mendelsohn function continuous 
on ~z. However, this still leaves open the question of the continuity of a Mendelsohn 
function on [~. In view of the theorems and examples this would be of great interest. 
Example 2. Let V= E × {0, 1,2}. Define a topology z on V by the standard product 
topology, ~ having its usual topology and {0, 1, 2} the indiscrete topology. Construct 
a Steiner triple system on V having as triples 
{(x,i),(x,j),(x,k)}, xe~, {i,j,k}={O, 1,2} 
and 
{(x,i),(y,i),(z,j)}, xe~, ye~, x~ey, z=(x÷y)/2, i e{0 ,1 ,Z} , j= i+ l (mod3) .  
This is the well-known Bose construction [1]. The Steiner function induced by this 
system is continuous and hence so is every section. 
Example 3. Let V= ~2. Choose an orientation (anticlockwise or clockwise). For 
x,y'~E 2 define f (x ,y)=z where z is the third point of an equilateral triangle 
x~y~z~x in the chosen orientation. Clearlyfdefines a Mendelsohn triple system on 
E2 and equally clearly both the functionfand hence also every section is continuous. 
3. Finite systems 
Finally, and perhaps a little surprisingly, we can apply the notion of continuity to 
finite MTS(v) and STS(v). Define a finite MTS(v) or STS(v) to be continuous if there 
exists a topology z, other than the discrete or indiscrete topology, for which all 
sections are continuous. We obtain a complete characterization f such systems and 
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topologies. Firstly, recall the following well-known construction which produces an 
MTS(uw) from an MTS(u) and an MTS(w). 
Construction: Let v= uw where u, w-0  or 1 (mod 3), u, w ~> 3. Take an MTS(u) on 
elements x l ,x2  . . . . .  xu. For each i=1,2  . . . . .  u, take disjoint w-sets Y~=~LY~/ 
j = 1,2 . . . . .  w} and on each Y~ construct a (not necessarily isomorphic) MTS(w). The 
yq form the points of the MTS(uw) and the blocks are those of the MTS(w)s 
augmented as follows. For each cyclically ordered triple of the MTS(u) choose, 
arbitrarily, one of the three representations, ay(x~,, x~, xi~), and choose a Latin 
square L of order w. We complete the MTS(uw) by adjoining all cyclically ordered 
triples of the form (Yi~j,,Yi2j2,Yiaja) where ja=L[ j l , j2 ] .  Again there is no necessity 
for the Latin square to be the same for each cyclically ordered triple of the MTS(u). 
When u, w-1  or 3(mod 6), the same construction with minor modification can be 
used to construct an STS(v) from an STS(u) and STS(w). 
We now prove the following result. 
Theorem 3. A finite Mendelsohn [resp. Steiner] triple system of order v is continuous iff" 
v = uw where u, w = 0 or 1 (rood 3) [resp. u, w =- 1 or 3 (rood 6)], u, w/> 3, the system has the 
structure obtained Jrom the above construction and the open set topology z has as its 
basis the disjoint sets Yi, i= 1,2 . . . . .  u upon which the MTS(w)s [resp. STS(w)s] are 
constructed. 
Proof. We prove the theorem for MTS(v) i.e. Mendelsohn functions satisfying Prop- 
erties T and I. The result for STS(v) then follows as a special case. Consider therefore 
a finite MTS(v) defined on a set V with open set topology r. Let Wez be a nonempty 
set of least cardinality, w. 
If w=l ,  suppose that, say, {a}ez. Choose any beV, bCa. Then there exists 
a cyclically ordered triple (c, b, a)  giving g~- 1 (a) = b and thus { b I ez. It follows that r is 
the discrete topology. (Note that in the case of a Steiner function all sections are 
involutions and otherwise by considering the MTS(v), all of whose cyclically ordered 
triples are the reversals of those in the original system we can deal with sections 
instead of their inverses. We will do this in the remainder of the proof.) 
So w~>2. If x~W then xeg~(W) i.e. Wc~g~(W)¢O so gx(W)= W because W is 
minimal. Further i fye Wthen also ze Wwhere (x, y, z) is a cyclically ordered triple i.e. 
W contains all elements of a subsystem MTS(w). 
Let W' = V~\ W. For all x, ye W' either gx(W) = gy(W) or gx(W)mgy(W) = 0, again 
because W is minimal. Now by elementary counting, if x is fixed, # ~,y: 
gy(W) = g~(W) } = w. Hence, w divides v -  w i.e. v = uw. 
Further for each set gi(W), if x, Yegi(W) then g~(gi(W))= gy(gi(W))= gi(W). Thus, 
if (x, y, z)  is a cyclically ordered triple of the MTStv) then also z~gi(W) i.e. each gd W) 
contains all elements of a subsystem MTS(w). 
So far we have shown that the MTS(v) must consist of disjoint open sets 
Yi={Yi, ,Yi  . . . . . .  Yiw}, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  u upon each of which an MTS(w) is  defined. To 
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complete the proof of the necessity suppose that for x, y¢ Y~, g~(Yi) = gy(Yi) = Y~. Now 
ifze Yi, then x, yeg~(Yj)= Yk, say. Thus, ( Yk, Yi, Yj) must be a cyclically ordered triple 
of an MTS(u) on the Y~s, i= 1,2 . . . . .  u. The structure of the system must then be 
completed using Latin squares as specified in the construction. Proof of the sufficiency 
is straightforward. [] 
4. Systems with nine points 
Theorem 3 gives an unusual characterization f the unique STS(9). If a continuous, 
finite STS(uw), where u and w are as in the statement of the theorem, is to have the 
additional property that it contains no proper subsystems then immediately w= 3. 
Further u = 3 also, since otherwise by choosing any block of the STS(u) and consider- 
ing the system generated by the STS(w)s indexed by the points of the block, then the 
STS(uw) would contain an STS(9) subsystem. We thus have the following result. 
Corollary 1. The only continuous, finite Steiner triple system containing no proper 
subsystems i  the unique STS(9). 
The situation is different for Mendelsohn triple systems and below we describe the 
enumeration of continuous MTS(9)s. Again u - -w=3.  Firstly, it may be assumed 
without loss of generality that the three MTS(w)s comprise the cyclically ordered 
triples 
(1,2,3)  and (1,3,2),  (4,5,6)  and (4,6,5), (7,8,9)  and (7,9,8),  
respectively. We now need two 3 x 3 Latin squares to determine the remaining triples 
and again without loss of generality we may assume that the first of these is 
4 5 6 
1 7 9 8 
2 9 8 7 
3 8 7 9 
giving the cyclically ordered triples (1,4,7), (1,5,9), (1,6,8), (2,4,9), (2,5,8), 
(2,6,7), (3,4,8),  (3,5,7)  and (3,6,9). In order to complete the enumeration, all 
ways of obtaining the remaining cyclically ordered triples must be considered. We 
may use either of the Latin squares 
1 2 3 1 2 3 
4 a b c 4 a b c 
or 
5 b c a 5 c a b 
6 c a b 6 b c a 
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where {a, b, c} = {7, 8, 9}. There are thus 12 possibilities but these must then be checked 
for possible isomorphisms. This is a straightforward but somewhat tedious procedure 
and we omit the details. The result is that there exist precisely three pairwise 
non-isomorphic continuous MTS(9)s whose remaining cyclically ordered triples are, 
respectively, 
(A) (4,1,7), (5,1,9), (6,1,8), (5,2,8), (4,2,9), 
(6,2,7), (6,3.9), (4,3,8), (5,3,7). 
(B) (4,1,7), (5,1,8), (6,1,9), (5,2,9), (4,2,8), 
(6,2,7), (6,3.8), (4,3,9), (5,3,7). 
(C) (4,1,8), (5,1,7), (6,1,9), (5,2,9), (4,2,7), 
(6,2,8), (6,3.7), (4,3,9), (5,3,8). 
All MTS(9)s have been enumerated by Mathon and Rosa [-4] and the above systems 
correspond to those labelled (1), (2) and (14), respectively in their listing. The correct- 
ness of our result may also be verified by checking all of the systems in [-4] for 
continuity. 
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